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variation points
unclear

every variant new
algorithm

correctness
unclear

incomparable
in precision

incomparable
in performance
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policy
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algorithm
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algorithm
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algorithm
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from algorithms to specification



what does it mean to be declarative? 9

“denoting high-level programming languages
which can be used to solve problems without
requiring the programmer to specify an exact
procedure to be followed.”

• high-level

• what, not how

• no control-flow

• no side-effects

• specifications, not programs, not algorithms



pointer analysis: current approaches 10

context-sensitive pointer analysis for java

paddle

java + relational algebra +
binary decision diagrams (bdd)

wala

java, conventional approach

bddbddb

datalog + java + bdd

not a single purely
declarative specification

coupling of specification
and algorithm



our pointer analysis framework 11

• datalog-based pointer analysis framework for java

• declarative: what, not how

easier to express sophisticated analyses
correctness more clear
clear variation points
eases exploration of approximations
enables aggressive optimization

• sophisticated
subset-based analysis, fully on-the-fly call graph discovery, field-sensitivity, context-
sensitivity, call-site sensitive, object sensitive, thread sensitive, context-sensitive heap
abstraction, type filtering, precise exception analysis

• support for full semantic complexity of java
jvm initialization, reflection analysis, threads, reference queues, native methods, class
initialization, finalization, cast checking, assignment compatibility

• enables precision and performance
comparison
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expressed pointer analysis in full sophistication in datalog

- core specification: ∼250 lines of logic
- full specification: ∼2500 lines of logic

synthesized efficient algorithms from specification

- order of magnitude performance improvement
- support all analyses considered interesting

approach: heuristics for searching algorithm space

- targeted at recursive problem domains

demonstrated scalability with explicit representation
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our contributions are surprising 13

expressed pointer analysis in full sophistication in datalog

Lhotak: “[E]ncoding all the details of a complicated program analysis
problem [on-the-fly call graph construction, handling of Java features]
purely in terms of subset constraints may be difficult or impossible.”

Lhotak: “Efficiently implementing a 1H-object-sensitive analysis without
BDDs will require new improvements in data structures and algorithms”

Whaley: “Owing to the power of the BDD data structure, bddbddb can
even solve analysis problems that were previously intractable”

Lhotak: “I’ve never managed to get Paddle to run in available memory
with these settings [2-cfa context-heap], at least not on real benchmarks
complete with the standard library.”
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from algorithms to specification

pointer analysis and datalog background
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datalog: properties 16

limited logic programming

• sql with recursion
prolog without complex terms (constructors)

• captures PTIME complexity class

strictly declarative

• as opposed to prolog
- conjunction commutative
- rules commutative

• increases algorithm space
- enables different execution strategies
- enables more aggressive optimization

writing datalog is less programming, more specification



from algorithms to specification

declarative pointer analysis specification
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method invocations: propagated exceptions

ThrowPointsTo(?caller, ?obj) <-
CallGraphEdge(?invocation, ?tomethod),
ThrowPointsTo(?tomethod, ?obj),
Type[?obj] = ?objtype,
not exists ExceptionHandler[?objtype, ?invocation],
Method[?invocation] = ?caller.

void f() {
--g();
}

method invocations: caught exceptions

VarPointsTo(?param, ?obj) <-
CallGraphEdge(?invocation, ?tomethod),
ThrowPointsTo(?tomethod, ?obj),
Type[?obj] = ?objtype,
ExceptionHandler[?objtype, ?invocation] = ?handler,
ExceptionHandler:FormalParam[?handler] = ?param.

void f() {
--try {
----g();
--} catch(E e) {..}
}
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again, new mutually
recursive dependencies do
not change existing rules
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comparable: demonstrated
equivalence of results!

full order of
magnitude faster!
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strictly declarative

- no coupling of specification and algorithm

efficient architecture for datalog engine

- but, not a magic tool

⇒ novel heuristics for searching the algorithm space

- targeting recursive logic



from specification to algorithms

datalog evaluation background



datalog: naive evaluation 22

datalog

VarPointsTo(?var, ?obj) <-
AssignObjectAllocation(?obj, ?var).

VarPointsTo(?to, ?obj) <-
Assign(?from, ?to), VarPointsTo(?from, ?obj).

naive evaluation (relational algebra)

VarPointsTo := AssignObjectAllocation

repeat

tmp := πto→var ,heap(VarPointsTo Z from=var Assign)

VarPointsTo := VarPointsTo ∪ tmp

until fixpoint
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VarPointsTo Assign
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over computed results
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datalog engine architecture
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efficient low-level representation
"<java.lang.Thread: void <clinit>()>"→ 32-bit int
call-graph edge: invocation ×method→ 64-bit int

relations are multidimensional indexes (b-trees)

‘index-organized tables’

efficient representation of sparse relations
alternative data structures for (partially) dense relations

indexes exposed in the language

argument order determines index
enables us to stay in datalog
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VarPointsTo

a new A()
b new B()
c new C()
a new B()
b new A()
c new B()
c new A()

index organized by

reverse argument order

• VarPointsTo(?var, ?obj)

VarPointsTo(?obj, ?var)
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heuristics for searching the algorithm space
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datalog
specification

datalog
engine

inefficient?

traditional design of single algorithm major human effort!
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always use index efficiently

never iterate over full views

never iterate over big input relations

• StoreField(?from, ?field, ?base)
Z ∆VarPointsTo(?obj, ?from)

Z VarPointsTo(?baseobj, ?base)



from specification to algorithms

folding transformation example
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specification

FieldPointsTo(?baseobj, ?field, ?obj) <-
StoreField(?from, ?base, ?field),

� VarPointsTo(?baseobj, ?base),

� VarPointsTo(?obj, ?from).

semi-naive executions

∆FieldPointsTo(?baseobj, ?field, ?obj) <-
StoreField(?from, ?base, ?field),
∆VarPointsTo(?baseobj, ?base),
VarPointsTo(?obj, ?from).

∆FieldPointsTo(?baseobj, ?field, ?obj) <-
StoreField(?from, ?base, ?field),
VarPointsTo(?baseobj, ?base),
∆VarPointsTo(?obj, ?from).
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specification
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optimized rules

FieldPointsTo(?obj, ?field, ?baseobj) <-

StoreObjectField(?baseobj, ?field, ?from),

VarPointsTo(?obj, ?from).

StoreObjectField(?baseobj, ?field, ?from) <-
StoreField(?from, ?field, ?base),
VarPointsTo(?baseobj, ?base).
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inclusion-based
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on-the-fly call graph

context-sensitive
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object sensitive

field-based

field-sensitive

heap cloning

binary decision diagrams

demand-driven
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inclusion-based

unification-based

flow-sensitive

on-the-fly call graph

context-sensitive

k-cfa

object sensitive

field-based

field-sensitive

heap cloning

binary decision diagrams

demand-driven

database community:
∼ index selection
∼materialized view selection
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from specification to algorithms



fundamental new approach to pointer analysis 33

distilled domain of pointer analysis to its essence

• declarative specification

• fully captured the domain: no loss of sophistication

- even improved: exception, reflection analysis
- declarativiness is a major benefit here

developed techniques for deriving efficient algorithms

• effective heuristics for searching the algorithm space

• outperforms current hand-written implementations

⇒ evidence that this is an effective method!
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pointer analysis

- new context abstractions

- selective context-sensitivity

- on-demand analysis

- improve evaluation methods

program analysis and applications

- mixed language analysis

- declarative dynamic program analysis

- applications: client analyses

transformation systems, parsing, extensible languages

- too much to list here!
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